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Chapter 1

Introduction and Literature Survey

Graph Databases have gained increased popularity in recent times due to the way they store data and relationships between them. They are built with the underlying concept of graph theory. Information about an entity is stored within nodes and the edges that connect the nodes, defines a relationship between them. Graph databases are widely used for data storage in social networks, recommendation systems, networking, protein-protein interaction, transportation and many more. Data needs to be easily accessed, with all the required information such as details about a person as well as relationship with other friends or information about a product along with other products that come in the same category. Storing and retrieving such data can be critical and working with traditional databases to get such data with relationships can be challenging.

With huge amounts of data being stored in graph databases, we are dealing with complex data analysis and there is a need to find exact and inexact matches of small patterns called query graph in larger graphs called data graphs. This is termed as graph pattern matching. However, the problem of Subgraph Isomorphism where we need to find the exact match for the query in the data graph, i.e., structurally and semantically, is NP-Complete. Many algorithms have been proposed such as Graph Simulation [19], Dual Simulation [1], Strong
Simulation [6], Strict Simulation [7] and the most recently Tight Simulation [7] to find graph patterns in large labeled graphs.

1.1 Graph and Its Terminology

Given below are some of the concepts that define Graph and its related terminologies.

1.1.1 Graph Data Structures

A graph data structure comprises of a finite set of nodes or vertices along with set of edges. Based on how they are connected, it can be categorized into 3 types:

Simple Graph

A simple graph is a graph that has an ordered pair of vertices and edges denoted by $G = (V, E)$. A simple graph is an undirected graph without any loops or multiple edges. This graph can be connected or disconnected.

Directed Graph

A simple graph is a graph that has an ordered pair of vertices and edges denoted by $G = (V, E)$ where $E \subseteq V \times V$ and each edge has a direction associated with it. Each edge starts from one $V$ and points towards the other $V$ in the pair.

Hyper Graph

It is a graph where the edges can connect any number of nodes or vertices. It is often denoted as $H = (V, E)$ where $V$ is a set of vertices and $E$ is a set of edges called as hyperedges.
Nested graph

A nested graph is the one where graph is contained by another graph and so on, i.e., it can be nested. Each node can itself expand into a graph.

1.1.2 Traversal and Indexing

A Traversal is visiting all the nodes in a graph, navigating from a start node to other nodes that have a relationship based on an algorithm or visiting all the nodes in a graph in a particular order, along with obtaining the value of each node or updating some information. It can identify the path along the way.

An Index maps from properties to either nodes or relationships. It helps to look up vertices. Often, we want to find a specific node or relationship according to a property it has.

1.1.3 Graph Query Languages

Graph Databases have their own often SQL like query language to access data from the database. Some of the popular, highly used, graph query languages are the following:

Cypher

Cypher is the query language used by Neo4j database. It is expressive and clear while updating or retrieving data from the database. It is a powerful language and complex queries can be executed with ease. Cypher uses an SQL like structure where certain keywords are being reused and expressions for pattern matching are inspired by SPARQL, which came earlier. Cypher allows creation, deletion and updating of a database, which is applicable to nodes and relationships. An example is given below:

MATCH (a) − [r] → (b)
RETURN a;

where \( a \) is the start node, \( b \) is the end node and \( r \) is the relationship defined on them.

**Gremlin**

Gremlin\(^2\) is a popular graph traversal language. TinkerPop maintains Gremlin. Gremlin is used in graph queries and is extremely useful when there are high levels of traversals. It supports Java and Groovy and all other JVM languages. Gremlin will work for any framework or graph database that implements the Blueprints data model. Blueprints model is something similar to JDBC but particularly intended for graph databases. An example is given below:

\[
g.V('name','Tom').out('father').age
\]

where \( g \) is the graph on which we are querying, \( V('name','Tom') \) get all the vertices with the name 'Tom', out('father') get all the outgoing edges with father property from Tom and age property get the age for Tom’s father.

**SPARQL**

SPARQL\(^3\) stands for SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language. It is a graph query language that is used to query data that is stored in RDF format. It queries RDF graph using pattern matching. The query is in the form of a triple, i.e., Subject-Predicate-Object format. The data are often stored in a TripleStore, which is a database to store data in triple format. An example\(^4\) is given below:

---

\(^2\)https://github.com/thinkaurelius/titan/wiki/Gremlin-Query-Language
\(^3\)http://www.w3.org/2009/sparql/
\(^4\)http://www.w3.org/2009/Talks/0615-qbe/
1.1.4 Comparison of Graph Database and Relational Database

Relational databases have been around for several decades and are been used extensively for data storage and retrieval. They use the Structured Query Language (SQL) as a query language for data retrieval. In the recent years, an alternate called the NoSQL has come to light. Examples are Google's BigTable, Facebook's Cassandra, and Amazon's Dynamo, etc. Neo4j is also one such NoSQL graph database.

A NoSQL database may be more suitable versus a relational database if

- Tables have many columns, each of which is used by only few of the rows
- There are several many to many relationships.
- Tables require frequent schema changes.

1.1.5 Graph Database and Subgraph Pattern Matching Models

Graph Databases and subgraph pattern matching algorithms has been a focus of study in recent times. This is mainly due to the huge amount of data that has been available on the Web. The current trend in the field of big data is NoSQL databases. This trend is deviating the focus from relational databases to graph databases that have more flexibility
when it comes to storing data with relationships. Many graph databases are available and each of them are built catering to a specific set of tasks. Since graph database stores data in the form of graph, many pattern matching models have arisen to come up with the best solution possible. Ullmann[5] is the first among the existing algorithms to tackle subgraph isomorphism problem. However, since this problem is NP-Complete, several algorithms have been proposed to reduce the computation time by relaxing some of the conditions. Some of these polynomial time algorithms are Graph Simulation [19], Dual Simulation [1], Strong Simulation [6], Strict Simulation [7] and most recently Tight Simulation [7]. Some of the libraries that are available that perform subgraph matching are igraph [15], nauty [16], vflib [17] etc.

Four of the existing graph databases Neo4j\(^5\), Titan\(^6\), OrientDB\(^7\) and DEX\(^8\), were compared in [18] for performance evaluation. For traversal workloads, Neo4j outperformed other graph databases. For read only intensive workloads, all four databases performed the same. For read-write workloads DEX and Titan-Cassandra outperform the other databases, Neo4j, Titan-BerkleyDB and OrientDB. Basically, every other database that is present out there has some good features and some flaws.

However, the existing graph databases do not have a system which has a user friendly query builder that has a simple interface to quickly build queries. Graphite [13] works on the same lines but it does not handle edge labels. An existing graph pattern matching model Dual Simulation has been used, to include edge label functionality that previously considered node labels only. Neo4j has some good features for viewing graph data and has its own query language to match and retrieve queries. Work has been done on regular expression on pattern queries [12], but none of the existing systems focus on all three of our research interests, an

\(^{5}\)http://neo4j.com  
\(^{6}\)http://thinkaurelius.github.io/titan/  
\(^{7}\)http://www.orientechnologies.com/orientdb/  
\(^{8}\)http://www.sparsity-technologies.com
interface to build queries easily, focus on edge labeled graphs and perform pattern matching using regular expressions.
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2.1 Introduction

Graph Databases are growing and are increasingly used for data storage and analysis. It models data as vertices, edges and properties. Information about an entity is stored within vertices. Vertices are connected by edges defining a relationship between them. Every node has an edge to its adjacent node which help to retrieve related data easily. Graph databases have acquired renewed interest and have been widely used for storage of large data in the world of social networks, recommendation systems, networking, bio-informatics [11], transportation and many more. Since graph databases allow us to analyze data and relationships in a better way, it is gaining much interest in the world of social media, which
deal with data from millions of users every single day. Some of the graph databases that have emerged in the recent times are Neo4j\(^2\), Titan\(^3\), OrientDB\(^4\), InfiniteGraph\(^5\), SparkSee\(^6\), FlockDB\(^7\), HyperGraphDB\(^8\), AllegroGraph\(^9\) and GraphBase\(^{10}\). Neo4j is a state of the art graph database and is commercially used in large scale.

With huge data being stored in graph databases, there is a need to query data frequently. This is known as query processing on large graphs. Several algorithms have been proposed to perform graph pattern matching where small patterns called query graphs are matched for subgraphs within large data graphs. However, the problem of finding exact matches for a query, structurally and semantically, known as Subgraph Isomorphism is NP-Hard. So in the recent years, many have developed graph simulation models that have polynomial time complexity. Some of the algorithms under this category are Graph Simulation [14], Dual Simulation [1], Strong Simulation [6], Strict Simulation [7] and most recently Tight Simulation [7].

While variants of graph pattern-matching algorithms have been proposed, there is a lack of systems, which lets a user to easily build query graphs, run any of the high performance algorithms to find matches and analyze the results with minimal effort. The existing systems also lack the functionality and use of regular expressions in query graphs which can be highly useful. Previously, work has been done in this area by adding regular expressions to edge labels in reachability queries and pattern graphs [12].

In our research, we have aimed to overcome the above challenges with our graph database that can store graph data as well as provide an interface to construct queries and run against a

\(^{2}\text{http://neo4j.com}\\)
\(^{3}\text{http://thinkaurelius.github.io/titan/}\\)
\(^{4}\text{http://www.orientechnologies.com/orientdb/}\\)
\(^{5}\text{http://www.objectivity.com/infinitegraph}\\)
\(^{6}\text{http://www.sparsity-technologies.com}\\)
\(^{7}\text{https://github.com/twitter/flockdb}\\)
\(^{8}\text{http://www.hypergraphdb.org/index}\\)
\(^{9}\text{http://franz.com/agraph/allegrograph/}\\)
\(^{10}\text{http://graphbase.net}\\)
data graph and know the possible matches in the data graph using efficient pattern matching algorithms. This helps the users to analyze patterns and relationships better. We have also introduced the concept of graph pattern matching using regular expression that facilitates ease of use while building queries. The search pattern or regex specified in the query graph is matched with a label in the data graph to get results. Edge label functionality has been added to the existing Dual Simulation [1] algorithm, which previously worked only on node labeled graphs. Using the database, the user can:

1. Construct a query pattern by dragging nodes
2. Connect nodes by edges on mouse click
3. Assign a label to each node via colors
4. Define a regular expression pattern as a label that matches an entire string or label in the data graph
5. Assign an edge label
6. Run the query using one of the pattern matching algorithms to get matches
7. Export the constructed query graph to CSV format.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we discuss the background stating how query processing takes place in general and also about existing pattern matching algorithms. Section III will be an introduction to our graph database, with details about how the user interface works. Section IV gives a detailed overview of the edge label functionality that is introduced in this paper. We discuss how the Dual Simulation algorithm works when edge label matching is added to it. We have also explained with an example on how the algorithm works to give results. Section V gives details about graph pattern matching using regular expressions, some details on the algorithm that Java uses for pattern matching and
advantages of using it. Section VI shows experimental results of performance of DualIso, with and without the edge label functionality. In the last sections, we talk about future work and conclusion.

2.2 Background

In this section, we discuss graph terminology, query processing and several of the existing pattern matching algorithms. Throughout this paper, we have considered a directed graph, with vertex label and edge label. A vertex and edge labeled directed graph may be defined as $G(V, E, L, l)$, where

\[
V = \text{set of vertices}
\]

\[
E \subseteq V \times V \times L \quad \text{(set of labeled edges)}
\]

\[
L = \text{set of labels}
\]

\[
l : V \rightarrow L \quad \text{(vertex labeling function)}
\]

Note, the base type of set L can be set at configuration time. The system has been tested with label types of integer and string.

We denote outgoing edges for a vertex $v$ as $\text{adj}(v)$ where for some vertex $v \in V$, $\text{adj}(v) = \{v' : (v, v') \in E\}$. We sometimes refer the vertices in $\text{adj}(v)$ as children of $v$ and also refer to $v$ as the parent of all the vertices in $\text{adj}(v)$. We have assumed that all the vertices and edges are labeled. We also assume that the query graph is a connected graph, as a disconnected graph would mean having two different queries for the same data graph. We have used the words patterns and queries interchangeably [8].
2.2.1 Query Processing on Graph Databases

Before stepping into graph pattern matching problems, we need to know how query processing takes place on graph databases. Query processing is a problem of finding small patterns or subgraphs on a graph database having a set of graphs. Processing graph data can be a complex task and hence it requires efficient algorithms that can process query graphs on graph databases. According to [9], based on how data is stored, graph databases can be grouped into two types. In the first type, the graph database can have very large graphs like Web of Data [10], social networks, etc. Query processing for such a database would be finding the optimum path between the vertices or finding a subgraph that is similar to the query graph, which we will be focusing in our research. The second type of database consists of a large set of smaller graphs. An example of this type would be in the field of bio-informatics [11]. Queries for such a database, involve finding a graph similar to the query graph or finding a graph having a subgraph similar the query graph.

Query processing in general can be categorized into two important steps - filtering and verification [14].

1. In the filtering phase, the query graph is decomposed into features and these features are later searched using an index. Each feature, represented by ID’s is searched to get a set of graphs. The set of graphs are intersected to get candidate sets.

2. In the verification phase, the set of graphs are matched using a subgraph isomorphism algorithm to obtain final result set.

2.2.2 Subgraph Pattern Matching Problem

The problem of subgraph pattern matching is defined as follows.

Let $G(V, E, L, l)$ be a graph, where $V$ is the set of vertices, $E$ is the set of edges, $l : V \rightarrow L$ (vertex labeling function). Let $Q(V_q, E_q, L_q, l_q)$ be the query graph where $V_q$ is the set of
vertices, \( E_q \) is the set of edges and \( l_q : V_q \rightarrow L_q \). The goal of subgraph pattern matching is to find all the subgraphs from the data graph \( G \) that match the pattern graph \( Q \). Therefore, \( G'(V', E', L', l') \) is a subgraph of \( G \) if and only if

1. \( V' \subseteq V \)
2. \( E' \subseteq E \) and \( E' \subseteq V' \times V' \times L' \)
3. \( \forall u \in V' : l'(u) = l(u) \)

### 2.3 Types of Pattern Matching

In this section, we discuss the different pattern-matching problems. This gives a basic idea on how each of them works in order to achieve matches for a given pattern.

#### 2.3.1 Subgraph Isomorphism

Subgraph Isomorphism can be defined as a bijective mapping between a query graph \( Q(V_q, E_q, L_q, l_q) \) and a subgraph of a data graph \( G(V, E, L, l) \). Thus \( G'(V', E', L', l') \) is said to be a subgraph isomorphic match to \( Q \) if
1. $V' \subseteq V$

2. $E' \subseteq E$ and $E' \subseteq V' \times V' \times L'$

3. there exists a bijective function $f : V_q \rightarrow V'$ such that

(a) A labeled edge $e = (u, v, \lambda) \in E_q \iff (f(u), f(v), \lambda) \in E'$

(b) $\forall v \in V_q, l(v) = l'_v(f(v))$

The problem of finding all the subgraphs that are isomorphic to a query graph is NP-Hard. Ullmann developed first well known algorithm for subgraph isomorphism [5]. It laid a foundation for other pattern matching algorithms. There has been much research going on, to reduce the complexity to polynomial time and some of them will be discussed below.

### 2.3.2 Graph Simulation

Graph Simulation allows a quicker alternative to subgraph isomorphism by relaxing some restrictions. Query graph $Q(V_q, E_q, L_q, l_q)$ matches data graph $G(V, E, L, l)$, if there exists a binary relation $R \subseteq V_q \times V$ such that

1. for every $u \in V_q$, $\exists u' \in V$, such that $(u, u') \in R$

2. $l_q(u) = l(u')$

3. for every $v \in \text{child}(u)$, there is a $(v, v') \in R$, such that $v' \in \text{child}(u')$ [20]

### 2.3.3 Dual Simulation

Dual Simulation is an extension to graph simulation model, but has some additional features. It takes into account not only the children of the query vertex but also its parents. Query Graph $Q(V_q, E_q, L_q, l_q$ matches data graph $G(V, E, L, l)$, if
1. $Q$ is a graph simulation match to $G$ with a match relation $R_D \subseteq V_q \times V$, and

2. for every $w \in \text{parent}(u)$, there is a $(w, w') \in R$ such that $w' \in \text{parent}(w')$ [20]

The memory taken by this algorithm is two times lesser than the existing ones and gives efficient and fast results as both parent and child constraints are checked within a single loop. The complexity of the algorithm is Cubic time.

2.3.4 Dual Iso

DualIso is also known as Dual based Isomorphism. This algorithm is faster and similar to Ullmann’s subgraph isomorphism algorithm but provides more effective pruning based on Dual Simulation. It initially finds all the feasible matches of each vertex in the query graph to a set of vertices in the data graph solely based on label match. Then dual simulation is applied to prune the vertices from the data graph. It then uses a search algorithm to recursively find the matches in a depth-first manner. For each traversal, dual simulation is applied. This change in the approach make the algorithm to run much faster. [8]

2.3.5 Graph Iso

The Graph Isomorphism problem is to find whether two labeled directed graphs are Isomorphic. A query graph $Q(V_q, E_q, L_q, l_q)$ can be said to be a graph isomorphic match to a data graph $G(V, E, L, l)$ if

1. $|V_q| = |V|

2. there exists atleast one subgraph isomorphic match for $Q$ in $G$

For a more conventional definition of graph isomorphism see [21].
2.4 About Graph Database

Our graph database is built using JavaFX 8, which provides a rich graphical interface. As JavaFX\(^{11}\) is built on top of native Java code, it can call any API from the Java library and can be seamlessly integrated into the code. A latest stable release of Java SE 8 is required to run this tool. We used Eclipse Luna IDE with JDK 8 to implement the code. All the algorithms are written in Java and Scala. We have also used Kryo\(^{12}\), a fast and efficient object graph serialization for Java framework to store and retrieve data graphs.

2.4.1 Architecture

This section gives an overall picture of how our database works. Figure 2.2 shows the architecture of our system. The key aspects of the system are the following:

1. The starting point of the application starts with loading of a basic JavaFX stage. It is a top level container classes for JavaFX content.

2. The stage can hold one (or more) Scene, which has the base classes of the Scene Graph API. This is the starting point for construction of any JavaFX content. This is a node in itself and can hold any number of nodes within. Some examples of JavaFX nodes are shapes (circle, rectangle, line, etc.), text, images, tables, media, etc. The scene graph holds the state of every single node within itself. This includes the position of the nodes in terms of \(x\) and \(y\) coordinates (in case of 2D), its orientation and visual effects. Visual effects like blur, shadow, glow, etc. can be added to any node. Additional functionality of dragging the nodes can be added by translating the initial coordinates to the new position.

\(^{11}\)http://docs.oracle.com/javase/8/
\(^{12}\)https://github.com/EsotericSoftware/kryo
3. We can call any Java public API’s from the scene. This allows us to use all the functionalities provided by Java.

4. A border layout is added to the application on top of the scene. This layout has a panel on top of which vertices can be dragged and query graphs can be constructed.

5. The system takes in as input, a file for data graph with Comma Separated Values that has vertices, edges, vertex labels and edge labels. Once the file is loaded, the database stores the file in a serialized object at the location /var/mydb/. It is later deserialized when the query is executed against it.

6. Once the query is constructed, the available pattern matching algorithms can be selected for subgraph pattern matching. The algorithms return results that are displayed using JavaFX TableView.

2.4.2 User Interface and Features

The GUI is structured into four components: Toolbox, Infobox, Main and Results. The Toolbox contains the tools to build query graphs. It has a node/vertex and an edge. The Infobox has options to load a data file, select a pattern-matching algorithm, run the query against a selected datagraph and export the query graph to a CSV file. The Main is a panel where the query graph can be constructed. The Results area shows the time taken to get matches. The matches are displayed in a table view.

To insert data into the database, the data has to be inserted through a file. The file should be in CSV format, which is then converted to a data graph on upload. The contents of the graph is serialized using Kryo [14], i.e., the object is converted into bytes and then saved to a file in a pre-defined location in the system or server. When the user later selects
Kryo serialization is one of the fastest and most efficient ways to serialize data.

2.4.3 Functionality

A new node is added by dragging the primary node from the Toolbox on to the Main, which is a Panel. The node is represented as a circle with the vertex number in the center. The vertex number auto increments as the nodes are dragged on to the Main Panel. Each node
An edge connects two nodes defining a relationship between them. A line represents an edge with an arrowhead directing towards another node. To draw an edge, we need to click on the edge in the Toolbox and then click on the node where the edge is bound to start and then click on the node, which is the end. This creates a line between them. The two end points of the line are bound to the center of two circles. As the node is dragged, the end point of the line associated with the node also translates to give a smooth transition visually.

The Label for each vertex is uniquely identified by a color. There are 120 colors chosen from the spectrum as default colors where each color is mapped to a number. When a node is dragged onto the screen, a default label is associated with that node. To edit the label, right click on the node and select ‘Edit Label’ from the context menu. On click, a color picker opens up, displaying all 120 colors out of which a single color can be chosen at a time. On hover, the number associated with the color is displayed. The selected color is then added to the node, which defines a new label to the node. Note that this functionality of mapping
color to a label works only from 0 to 119 colors. If the query vertex has an integer greater than this or has a string as its label, the value can be entered via textbox on edit. The label can also be a regular expression, which is discussed in detail in Section IV.

Each edge in the GUI is given a default value when added to the user interface for building a query graph. To add an edge label, the user has to right click on the edge to edit the label and enter the string. This defines the relation of the vertex where the edge starts to the vertex where the edge ends. Once the edge is added, it considered as a candidate to be matched with an edge in the data graph. An example query graph constructed can be seen in Figure 2.3.

2.5 Edge Label in Dual Simulation

Dual simulation [1] is an improvement to the graph simulation [20] model. While matching query graphs to data graphs, it considers children of a query vertex as well as its parents to yield better results. However, this pertains to only vertex labeled graphs. Inspired by SPARQL [3] triple pattern, we added edge labeled functionality to Dual Simulation [1], where an entity comprises of subject-predicate-object. The edge is functionally mapped to a label. A simple example in social networks would be ‘Alex knows Ted’ where Alex is the subject, knows is the predicate and Ted is the object. The predicate defines a relationship between the subject and the object.

The algorithm to find matches for an edge label starts by running Dual Simulation on the query graph and data graph. Once the graphs are loaded, a label map is constructed for each of them, which is a HashMap that maps each label to sets of vertices containing those labels. Query vertices are iterated over to find feasible mates in the data graph. This procedure starts by matching the label for each query vertex with the label from the labelMap for data graph to get set of vertices for the matched label.
After getting the feasible mates from step 1, Dual simulation algorithm is applied on the feasible mates to find mappings from the query graph $Q$ to data graph $G$. These are represented as multi-valued function ‘$\phi$’ that maps each query graph vertex ‘$u$’ to a set of data graph vertices ‘{$v$}’. This procedure starts by eliminating mapping ‘$u \rightarrow v$’ when

1. $v$'s children fails to match $u$'s children
2. $v$'s parents fail to match $u$'s parents
3. an edge label on an edge from $v \rightarrow v'$ fail to match an edge label on an edge from $u \rightarrow u'$.

In the example shown for the data graph and query graph in Figure 2.4, all the vertices are denoted with a number. The data graph has 10 vertices and query graph has 3 vertices and each vertex has an associated label which is represented with a color. The labels for all the data graph vertices starting from 0 to 9 are
and the labels for query graph vertices starting from 0 to 2 are

\{2, 3, 1\}

The edges that have a property are denoted as edge label.

To understand how the algorithm operates, consider a query graph, which is to be checked for matches in the given data graph in Figure 2.4. The steps that take place are given below:

1. In the initial step, the query vertices \{0, 1, 2\} are iterated over and each vertex label is checked in the label map if there is a match. Every match returns a set of integers that are the corresponding matched vertices in the data graph. The feasible mates returned from step one are shown in Table 2.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Query</th>
<th>Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(\phi(0))</td>
<td>{1, 2, 4, 6, 7}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\phi(1))</td>
<td>{8, 9}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\phi(2))</td>
<td>{0, 3}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This step eliminates vertex 5.

2. Once we have the mappings \(\phi\) from step 1, the dual simulation algorithm starts pruning vertices if it fails to match child, parent or edge label criteria. This is carried out by checking for the children of the vertices obtained from Step 1. Each vertex has a set of Labels which holds the edge information. The Label class has the vertex where the edge ends and the corresponding edge label in it. While intersecting the vertices of the query and data graph, the label class is iterated over to get vertices and edge labels. Both the vertices from the query graph and data graph are checked, and if they have the same node label, then the edge label is matched. Once there is a match, it is added
to a result set and if not, it is removed from the set of possible matches. In the first iteration vertices \{2, 4, 6, 7\} are removed from \(\phi(0)\).

3. Then the search is continued by creating a new copy of \(\phi\) is and the algorithm start searching within this \(\phi'\). If \(\phi'\) has no vertices, then the algorithm keeps backtracking until it finds the vertices that meet all the criteria. As vertex \{9\} loses its parent and edge label match and vertex \{0\} loses the edge label match, these vertices are removed from \(\phi'\). The matched vertices are added back to \(\phi\).

4. Finally \(\phi\) has all the matches and the results are shown in Table 2.2

Table 2.2: Results obtained after Dual Simulation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Query</th>
<th>Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.6 Pattern Matching Using Regular Expressions

A regular expression, also termed as regex, is a sequence of characters that forms a search pattern, used to match a target string or multiple occurrences of the string. It is a technique that is being used in a search engine to find pages from the web, in a word processor to find a string literal in a file or to find and replace a string, to extract a specific segment from an html file, etc. For example, if we want to find a person in the data graph where the firstname starts with ‘Tim’, a regular expression that can be added to the query vertex can be ‘\bTim\w*\b’. Regular expressions can be used to tackle many complicated searches that may involve finding email formats, using special characters, a search string with alpha numeric values and also a query with minimal characters to find the entire string. Many quantifiers are available that help to find how often an expression occur.
In our algorithm, we are using the java.util.regex package provided by Java for regex pattern matching. The Java library has a pattern class and a matcher class. The pattern class accepts a regular expression as one of its arguments. It also checks if the sequence of characters forms a valid regular expression. Then the regex is applied on the input text from left to right. The matcher class depicts the specified pattern and performs a match against a given input string. Java also supports several special characters known as metacharacters. These characters affect the way that the pattern matches. Java performs NFA (Nondeterministic Finite Automaton) based regular expression pattern matching. NFA is said to be memory efficient but not necessarily time efficient. In this context, DFA (Deterministic Finite Automaton) is said to be better. For \( n \) number of states, NFA has complexity \( O(n) \) to perform transition table lookups in order to process each input symbol. [12]

A data graph can have millions of nodes, each of them having labels that represent an entity. While forming a pattern for the query graph, a label can be represented as a sequence of characters or regex that can be used as a search pattern to match labels in the data graph. This can be highly useful when the exact label in the data graph is unknown. These labels can be node labels or edge labels. When the algorithm starts comparing the query with the data graph, a matcher checks if the regular expression specified in the query matches the string in the data. If so, the node will be added as a possible result to the pattern-matching problem.

### 2.7 Experimental Results

In this section we evaluate how Dual Iso\[^8\] with edge label functionality performs. We have tested it against the Dual Iso without edge labels and also with the one with String labels. The original DualIso has labels as integer. Our goal was to have the same speed and efficiency as the one without edge labels. We have used synthetic graphs in our experiments. Factors
that determine the performance are based on size of data graphs and size of query graphs. All our algorithms are written using Java.

To generate synthetic graphs, we have used our own graph generator code written in java. It constructs a graph with desired number of vertices based on parameters such as number of distinct node labels, number of distinct edge labels and maximum outdegree from a single vertex in the graph. A query graph is generated by using Breadth First Search (BFS) on the data graph to get a subgraph within the data graph for desired number of vertices.

All the experiments are run on a machine with two 2GHz Intel Xeon E5-2620 CPUs, each having six hyper-threaded cores for a total of 24 threads, and 128GB of DDR3 RAM. The implementation of DualSim, DualIso, and GraphIso are written in Java version 8.
2.7.1 Impact of Data Graphs and Query Graphs

We have tested DualIso with data sizes ranging from 2 million to 10 million. The graphs shown below have been tested for data sizes of given range with query sizes of 20, 50 and 100, Labels=100, EdgeLabels=3, Maximum outdegree=2.
100 vertices. We can observe that as the number of data vertices increases, the execution time also increases. Increase in the number of query vertices also increases the computation time. The comparison results are shown in Figure 2.5, 2.6 and 2.7 for query vertices 20, 50 and 100 respectively. We can see that the performance is quite close the original algorithm even after adding the edge label functionality.

2.8 Related Work

Graph Databases and subgraph pattern matching algorithms focus on diverse areas, including speed, scalability, ease of pattern matching, data storage and much more. We have categorized our survey based on three factors: (1) ease of use to build queries using an interactive interface for graph database; (2) edge labeled functionality that is existing now in almost all of social media; (3) usage of regular expressions for labels that is highly beneficial in pattern matching.

When it comes to building queries using an interface, Graphite [13] works on the same lines. It finds exact and approximate matching subgraph in a large attributed graphs and helps to visualize subgraphs. It uses G-Ray algorithm for pattern matching. But we wanted to integrate with our high performance algorithm to perform subgraph pattern matching.

Many algorithms have been proposed for subgraph pattern matching problem. Some are meant for exact matching and some are for inexact matching. We have extended our work from [8], to include edge functionality to an already efficient subgraph pattern algorithm for subgraph isomorphism problem that previously considered node labels only.

Work has been done on regular expression on pattern queries [12]. Some of the existing database models implement regular expression but none of the existing systems, to the best of our knowledge, focus on all three of the research interests as stated above.
2.9 Conclusion and Future Work

We have developed a prototype graph database that allows users to easily construct a query graph and get all the matches for the pattern in a large labeled data graph. We have also implemented pattern matching using regular expressions that matches the user provided regular expression to an entire label match in the data graph. Since Dual Simulation is proved to be highly efficient, we have used that as one of the subgraph pattern matching algorithms along with Dual Isomorphism and Graph Isomorphism. An additional functionality of edge labels has been added to Dual Simulation. We found that the rich graphical user interface provided by JavaFX [1] allowed us to create an interactive platform to build query graphs and usage of efficient algorithms make our database highly useful in the field of graph pattern matching for subgraph isomorphism problem.

Adding additional algorithms like Tight Simulation [3] with edge label functionality to the database can be a future work. Deletion of a single node and single edge can be added to the UI functionality. Currently, the database can add data graphs to the system through files that are in CSV format. Adding functionality to accept data manually or building query languages to insert, delete and update data can be future work for this graph database. Import and export using JSON can be added. Also variables can be added to the query graphs, in order to correlate certain vertices in the data graphs.

In terms of comparison, Dual Iso can be compared with another graph database with respect to Edge labels, Usage of regular expression and both. Comparison can also be made by using replacing current java.util.regex package to any other faster java regex package.
Chapter 3

Summary

We have presented a new graph database that allows users to easily construct a query graph and get all the matches for the pattern in a large labeled data graph. We have also implemented pattern matching using regular expressions that matches the user provided regular expression to an entire label match in the data graph. Since Dual Simulation is proved to be highly efficient, we have used that as one of the subgraph pattern matching algorithms along with Dual Isomorphism and Graph Isomorphism. An additional functionality of edge labels has been added to Dual Simulation. We found that the rich graphical user interface provided by JavaFX [1] allowed us to create an interactive platform to build query graphs and usage of efficient algorithms make our database highly useful in the field of graph pattern matching for subgraph isomorphism problem.

Adding additional algorithms like Tight Simulation [3] with edge label functionality to the database can be a future work. Deletion of a single node and single edge can be added to the UI functionality. Currently, the database can add data graphs to the system through files that are in CSV format. Adding functionality to accept data manually or building query languages to insert, delete and update data can be future work for this graph database. Import and export using JSON can be added. Also variables can be added to the query
graphs, which can be parsed to identify the label in the data graphs.

In terms of comparison, Dual Iso can be compared with another graph database with respect to Edge labels, Usage of regular expression and both. Comparison can also be made by using replacing current java.util.regex package to any other faster java regex package.
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